
 

 
SUMMARY OF RA MASTERS’ COMMISSION BUSINESS 2018           
 
 
The dedicated John Whiting Memorial Trophy was completed by the South Australian craftsman, Mr 
Andrew Foreman, in July and was featured in the R.A. newsletter of that month. It will be presented for the 
first time to the winning Men’s and Women’s Championship Club Eight crews at the 2019 Masters Rowing 
Championships in Perth. 
 
The revised Order of Events for the Masters Rowing Championships was endorsed by the Commission 
early in 2018, and with a late change to better accommodate the B2- final, was introduced at Lake 
Barrington for this year’s event. 
 
Following last year’s meeting two Commissioners had with FISA at Lake Bled, our work on the rate of decline 
within the 5 year age brackets for J and K rowers prompted FISA to decide, at their Joint Commission 
Meeting in London in January 2018, to implement from September three-yearly age groups viz  J 80-83; K 
83+; and to add new groups of L 86+; and M 89+. 
 
These age groups have been adopted by Rowing Australia for use in the 2018 rowing season and beyond. 
R.A.’s handicap tables were revised accordingly, and included a small adjustment to the speed decline curve 
for older age categories for which more data had become available since the last review in 2013 
 
This acknowledgement of the RAMC’s work follows FISA’s adoption last year of a Club trophy at the World 
Masters to encourage club crew participation – another RAMC initiative. 
 
After a break of nine years, the 2019 Australian Masters Rowing Championships returns to Champion 
Lakes, Perth, from 22-25 May, with eights crews and single scullers encouraged to row the annual Perth to 
Fremantle race on Sunday 26 May.    
 
An alternative event in which the RAMC is closely following developments is Coastal Rowing which FISA is 
considering for inclusion in the 2024 and beyond Olympic programme. 
 
In January, Susan Linacre, the Commissioner for the ACT retired from the Commission. Susan contributed 
enormously to the organisation following her appointment in 2013, and her analytical and thoughtful input 
will be missed. 
 
 
           
 
                
 

 
 
 



 
 
 


